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“This fifth edition of a reference standard updates the 2000 edition 
with 200 new essays on such events as the September 11, 2001,  
terrorist attack and Deepwater Horizon oil spill of 2010. Americans
 who have gained recent fame (such as Supreme Court justices  
Elena Kagan and Sonya Sotomayor) are subjects for new biographic
al entries, keyed to their respective dates of birth…The excellent  
index facilitates a subject approach to the content, and the “List of 
Days and Events” pinpoints the date to which a moveable or  
multiday event has been assigned. Appendixes and a few black‐and
‐white photos are included. The topical essays on American history 
and others of enduring interest are accurate, balanced, well  
written, and suitable for general reference collections. Summing  
Up: Recommended. For libraries maintaining ready‐reference  
collections supplementing e‐reference services.” 

‐CHOICE  
 
“Sadly, chilling new dates of resonance, including 9/11 and the  
April 15 Boston Marathon bombing, are naturally among the 200  
fresh essay entries in this fifth edition of this resource, last updated
 in 2000 and first released in 1937. Thankfully, more upbeat  
summaries have also been added, including acknowledgement of  
the June 25 birthday of Sonya Sotomayor and thus of her  
appointment as first Latino and third femaleSupreme Court Justice.
 An index, several historical document appendixes, and a scattering
 of black‐and‐white illustrations are also included. VERDICT An  
essential if elegiac update of U.S. commemorative events.”  

‐Library Journal  
 
“All American holidays and pivotal moments are noted as readers  
can delve into fascinating and often overlooked accounts connected
 to otherwise familiar facts of American history. Cross‐references  
and an extensive index make information easy to find, while  
expanded appendices feature historical documents…”   

‐ Against the Grain 
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